
Redesigned with a bigger and better 12.2" 16:10 Low 
Blue Light panel for impressive viewing, the lightweight 
Lenovo 500e Yoga Chromebook Gen 4 redefines 
versatility. This flexible device enriches every learning 
experience, boasting up to Intel® Processor N200, up to 
8GB memory, and up to 128GB storage—all built on the 
intuitive, user-friendly ChromeOS platform.

Robust engineering to meet the new Lenovo DuraSpec 
standards plus faster connectivity from anywhere with 
Wi-Fi 6/6E and LTE CAT6 capability1 mean teachers 
can maximize inspiration in and out of the classroom. 
All-day battery life of up to 12 hours2, enhanced audio 
performance, and the new topload keyboard for 
improved serviceability, security, and durability deliver 
next-level performance from this next-gen convertible.

Lenovo 500e Yoga  
Chromebook Gen 4

1 LTE availability varies by device.
2 Based on Google Chrome Power_LoadTest, a battery run down test. For more information about Google Chrome Power_LoadTest, visit www.chromium.org. Test results should be used only to compare 
one product with another and are not a guarantee you will experience the same battery life. Battery life may be significantly less than the test results and varies depending on your product’s configuration, 
software, usage, operating conditions, power management settings and other factors. Maximum battery life will decrease with time and use.



Lenovo 500e Yoga Chromebook Gen 4

HANDS-ON LEARNING

The extraordinary 12.2-inch FHD IPS touch display—with 37% more pixels per inch than 
before—offers a tactile experience to captivate the imagination of all learners as they easily 
move from laptop to tablet to tent with the 360-degree Sync hinge. The optional garaged  
USI 2.0 Stylus pen frees students to take notes and enables teachers to mark-up papers on 
screen, all without worry, thanks to the durable Corning® Gorilla® Glass. 

INSPIRED CREATIVITY

The Lenovo 500e Yoga Chromebook Gen 4 comes loaded with features to set up teachers 
and students for success. The user-facing camera with webcam privacy shutter, along with the 
optional 5MP world-facing camera and new Waves Audio enable students and teachers stay 
engaged while creating, sharing, and collaborating. Up to 12 hours1 of battery life, Wi-Fi 6/6E, 
and LTE CAT6 capability2 enable uninterrupted learning wherever class is in session. 

IMPRESSIVE DURABILITY

Designed to Lenovo DuraSpec standards for education, the Lenovo 500e Yoga Chromebook 
Gen 4 endures water spills up to 360 ml, a drop onto concrete at 76 cm, and A-cover force of 
60kg. With an improved topload keyboard that boasts anti-pry full-skirt keycaps, reinforced 
ports and hinges, 360-degree rubber bumpers, and impact-tested touchpad, this device is 
built to withstand the rigors of everyday rough handling.

SUSTAINABLE BY DESIGN

The Lenovo 500e Yoga Chromebook Gen 4 not only helps to boost learning outcomes, it 
also helps protect the planet with more sustainability features than ever like EPEAT Gold 
certification and PCC recycled materials. Plus, environmentally friendly packaging now 
includes an FSC-certified carton, PIC-certified cushion, ocean-bound plastic bag, and a 
paper screen film.

Experience the power of  
Chrome Education Upgrade.
As learning evolves, the Lenovo 500e Yoga Chromebook Gen 4
with Chrome Education Upgrade is empowering educators and 
equipping students for what’s next. Chrome Education Upgrade 
allows schools to manage hundreds of Chromebooks in seconds. 
IT admins can deploy new devices, customize features, and 
configure security settings from one cloud-based admin console. 

The intuitive platform allows educators to personalize the 
student experience by sharing material with the class in real 
time and rolling out standardized tests with Kiosk mode. When 
necessary, stolen devices can be remotely disabled or wiped in 
an instant. Plus, free 24/7 support from the experts at Google 
ensures a confident user experience for all. 

The Lenovo 500e Yoga Chromebook Gen 4 enables outside-
the-box learning—in the classroom, at home, or within a hybrid 
model—nurturing individual needs for better learning outcomes. 

1 Based on Google Chrome Power_LoadTest, a battery run down test. For more information about Google Chrome Power_LoadTest, visit www.chromium.org. Test 
results should be used only to compare one product with another and are not a guarantee you will experience the same battery life. Battery life may be significantly 
less than the test results and varies depending on your product’s configuration, software, usage, operating conditions, power management settings and other 
factors. Maximum battery life will decrease with time and use. 
2 LTE availability varies by device.



ChromeOS ZERO-TOUCH ENROLLMENT

Get the right devices to employees while securing endpoints, surfacing new cloud-based tools, 
and managing overburdened help desks. Zero-touch enrollment from Lenovo and Google 
allows remote deployment and auto-enrollment, shipping devices ship directly to users.

ACCIDENTAL DAMAGE PROTECTION

Minimize student downtime and protect your device from damage not covered under warranty 
with unlimited repairs in the event of unintentional mishaps. Accidental Damage Protection is 
performed by Lenovo trained technicians, using Lenovo Qualified parts and comprehensive 
diagnostic tools. 

CO2 OFFSET SERVICES

A simple and transparent way to give back to the environment, customers can offset the 
carbon emissions associated with their Lenovo devices. Lenovo has calculated the carbon 
emissions of its devices across their lifecycle, from manufacture and shipment, all the 
way through usage and disposal. Carbon offset credits are later purchased based on the 
calculated emissions of the specific device, and Lenovo’s carbon offset partner contributes 
them to one of several United Nations Climate Action projects.

Services
Lenovo offers a comprehensive portfolio of end-to-end services to support and protect your 
investment—so you can focus on learning, not IT.

Lenovo 500e Yoga Chromebook Gen 4

Accessories

PN: 4Y50R20863

PN: 4X40T84059

PN: 4XD0X88524

Lenovo 15.6-inch Casual Backpack
Perfect for school and work, the compact design of this modern backpack 
features a durable snow yarn polyester fabric and streamlined style with a 
padded interior to protect notebooks and important items. Quick-access 
zip-front pocket for added storage and a quilted back panel make this bag 
comfortable for all-day use.

Lenovo 100 Stereo USB Headset 
Get crisp, powerful audio, passive noise-canceling, and hassle-free USB-A plug-
and-play. The dynamic rotatable microphone plus leather and memory-foam 
ear cups provide all-day comfort for every user. This headset is Works With 
Chromebook certified for Chromebook compatibility.

Lenovo Essential USB Mouse  
This ergonomic full-size mouse delivers all-day comfort and easy plug-and-play 
connection to computers with a USB cable. A high-resolution, 1600 DPI optical 
sensor ensures you’ll be smoothly gliding from window-to-window.



1 Based on Google Chrome Power LoadTest, a battery run down test. For more information about Google Chrome Power LoadTest, visit www.chromium.org. Test results should be used only 
to compare one product with another and are not a guarantee you will experience the same battery life. Battery life may be significantly less than the test results and varies depending on 
your product’s configuration, software, usage, operating conditions, power management settings and other factors. Maximum battery life will decrease with time and use.

2 LTE availability varies by device.

3 Product packaging shall contain, recycled content, biobased plastic, non-wood biobased fiber material, and/or sustainably forested material.
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connectivity
WI-FI 

Wi-Fi 6/6E
LTE Cat 62 with eSIM

INPUT/OUTPUT PORTS 

1x USB-C (full function)
1x HDMI 1.4
2x USB-A 3.2 Gen 1
1x Combo Audio Jack

sustainability
MATERIAL

FSC-certified carton; PIC-certified cushion; ocean-bound 
plastic bag; paper screen film
90% recycled/recyclable packaging3 
90% PCC recycled plastic used in standard 45W  
and 65W adaptor

CERTIFICATIONS 

ENERGY STAR® certified
EPEAT® Gold 
TCO v9

security
Webcam privacy shutter

Kensington® NanoSaver lock

Lenovo 500e Yoga Chromebook Gen 4
performance 
PROCESSOR 

Up to Intel® Processor N200

OPERATING SYSTEM 

ChromeOS

GRAPHICS 

Integrated graphics

CAMERA 

720p/1080p front-facing with webcam privacy shutter
5MP world-facing camera (optional)

MEMORY 

Up to 8GB LPDDR5  

STORAGE

Up to 128GB eMMC

BATTERY  

47 Whr (up to 12 hours1)

ADAPTOR

45W and 65W (Rapid Charge)

AUDIO

Waves Audio

design
DISPLAY

12.2” 16:10 IPS Touch (1920x1200, 300 nits)
Low Blue Light certified
Corning ® Gorilla® Glass

DIMENSIONS (W X D X H) 

287x 208 x 18.9 mm/11.30 x 8.19 x 0.74 in

WEIGHT 

1.31 kg/2.89 lbs.

LENOVO DURASPEC DURABILITY STANDARDS

Yes

MIL-STD-810H

Yes

KEYBOARD

Top-load keyboard
Full-skirt, anti-pry keys

PEN

Garaged USI 2.0 Stylus (optional)

COLOR

Graphite Grey


